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About This Software

Between 2007 and 2013 there were more than 28,000 reported cases of unruly passenger incidents. Air Rage is a 90 second
Virtual Reality piece that illustrates how changes to air travel may have led to increased aggression among passengers.
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Title: Air Rage
Genre: Education
Developer:
Emblematic Group
Publisher:
Emblematic Group
Release Date: 14 Mar, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 8 64

Processor: i6 Intel

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia 980

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 150 MB available space
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From what i've played its a decent game. I'm only using this as an advanced tamagotchi, i could care less about people coming in
to enjoy the park. I enjoy taking care of the animals and watching them have fun and play. Going into it is kinda confusing
because the HUD is small and mashed up, But after awhile you get used to it. I havent experienced errors or glitches. 7/10..
quot;We get one hop, we get two hops...and then we get speed tech"

GOTY all years. There was no dragon 1/10. Step 1 - Mute Sound effects and Music, seriously, that crap doesn't need to be by
default 500% louder than literally everything.
Step 2 - Spam the green button until the game plays itself for the tutorial
Step 3 - Notice that this game is just another mobile port
Step 4 - Uninstall game and go back to doing anything else more important
Step 5 - Optional, write a review and let anyone who wants to read it know this game is meh.. It's not as nearly as good as
Perfect or Nature Treks VR, in terms of giving you cool nature settings to hang out in. Buy those first.

Nevertheless, as a meditation aid, it does the job. You can pick your frequency range (theta, delta, etc.) for isochronic and
binaural beats, which is good. Then you also get nature sounds and some new age music on top of that, and you can adjust the
relative volume levels of all three tracks.

On the downside: It's a bit awkward to switch meditation settings (at least with an Oculus Touch) and the devs don't engage here,
which is disappointing. Still, what it does is pretty unique and it's cheap.. If you like short, arty, experimental games, this is
definitely worth a play, Though it feels like it was designed as a VR game initially, and I'm surprised it doesn't even support it..
Update: What are you waiting for ??? This is a MUST BUY for everyone physically capable !!! AAA type VR experience. It is
the best wave type game out there, period !!! You can't convince me otherwise. Don't miss out because of your fear. This game
will test whether your claim of being hardcore is true.

The most recent update added the ability to see the trophy models real life sized. Pretty cool to look at. There was also a good
update to the sword and shield play to make it a bit more balanced but still very very challenging. One thing I noticed after
playing much is that you are not always in the same place on the levels especially changing weapon loadouts. Co-op acts the
same way. That was a nice touch to give an added feel of not being repetative and playing in completely different perspectives.
The pre-thought for this game is amazing. It can only get more awesome.

Single player videos here at the top showing off game play and the life size trophy models.
The 1st video is the latest video of all three classes and succubus trophies for bow shelf.

http://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=1155920304

https://youtu.be/L5ZQFsrdY2g

https://gaming.youtube.com/watch?v=aM7szv_jriQ&feature=share
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A STEAM friend of mine gifted me this and I am so glad and happy he did. Thanks !!!

In short:
Graphics are very good !!! The devs did all the designing rather than asset purchasing so you can see a big difference compared
to other Unity games. The game is challenging but once you get used to your abilities and get a strategy it is very fun.
The game ran flawlessly with my specs.
( MY specs: GTX 1070 and Intel Core i7-7700k -- HTC VIVE )

Gameplay starts off easy and then as you go through each level it gets way more intense. I would say that this game is not easy
overall and it is very physical. The boss fights are quite long and intense. But all my attacks and defenses felt like they were
effective. Therefore, it was easier for me to form strategies of attack rather than wonder what sponge to hit next.

When you fight you do stay in your playspace but you will use all 360 degrees as you play. So don't be turned off by the wave
game label. This is not your typical wave shooter/fighting game. The audio is spatial and enemies move around rather than stay
in one place. The ghost hounds are freaking awesome. Having a flying demon crawl right up to you (if you let him get that far)
is as immersive as you can get and awesome to behold.

The most recent update added the ability to see the trophy models real life size. Pretty cool to look at.

The game has many trophies and achievements. They are not easy to get. They are based on your progression so it will be
different for everyone. Plus, why would you just buy a game for that? I mean really?

I am just going to say all the weapons are very well done and handle well. Everyone will obviously have their favorite. I like bow
and gun load out. Others like the sword and gun load out. So that part will be relative. The devs are tweaking things as they get
feedback but it is all good and fun right now.

Co-op play is where the game shines. I had no problem starting servers and people joining. I did have problems joining with
others at times so it is not a game problem I am sure. There is always going to be some latency if people from around the world
are playing so I am not sure why people will gripe about that. Co-op is FUN FUN FUN !!!

Overall, the game is very very well done and fun.

Expect a workout when you play. Drink your coffee before hand or your monster drink. ;-) Ok. Ready for the next difficulty
level ....

Previously, I said to play this an hour at least before assesing but after playing the game for 20 hours I can tell you your body in
a good way needs conditioning before you will master the game and enjoy it to the fullest. All the weapons, attacks and shields
take time to master in a strategic sense. *** I RECOMMEND STARTING WITH THE GUN PLAY *** simply to get used to
level layout and understanding how to use your shield and how the enemies behave. And I also recommend if you need to play
all the classes take turns each day switching between them for about 2 weeks and by then your body will be in a state for you
handle the intense game play the harder levels offer with the sword and bow classes. If you start with the sword and shield you
will be owned and certainly be sore the next day. Unless of course you are youngster. ;-) For the record I am a casual player
normally and I give it a 9/10. A lot of love went into the quality of Eternity Warriors VR and combat and it shows immensely.

This is a 100% MUST BUY at this low price for every VR user who has no real physical limitations. The devs really care about
their game but they care more about your feedback so help support this one. It sets a standard for future devs and high quality
wave type games. This is from someone who dislikes wave shooters but this one doesn't feel like one. It isn't brainless and
senseless. It's awesome !!!!

4k Co-op play videos below to convince you this is high quality and fun. Enjoy and then buy the game and let's play !!! Add me.

http://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=1139265537
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http://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=1146191544

I can't help but keep updating my review. Here is a quote of myself talking to someone.

"I did get the 2 Succubus tropies finally on the bow shelf. I was so happy. The sword,well, that was a diferent story. I am glad
though that this game takes work to get better and better. I really feel like I have accomplished something after reaching a goal.
No other VR game really gave me that feeling. Feeling like the true warior has never made me feel more alive and young again."

That is the truth and I am a casual player for the most part. This will test your hardcore claim hands down.. Ugly graphics and
gui, difficulty all over the place, last two boss fights crystal clear trolling. 3\/10. Not a big fan of platformer like this. Liked
games of this kind back in the day, when Sega was on the top of the hill, but this looks fun, sort of. Hard.
I got this game in Humble bundle monthly, didn't knew that this game was in the package. I wouldn't buy it myself, but if you
into this kind of games go ahead.

Played it with xbox 360 wired controller, it would be better experience if game had vibration feedback.. A really fun and short
(took me 4-5 hours for campaign) hotline miami-esque game where you play as an angel and a demon. Not sure why there aren't
more people talking about this which saddens me because this was honestly really fun. Just another positive review to help boost
the score
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Fire and wind come from the sky, from the gods of the sky, but Crom is your god. Crom, and he lives in the Earth. Once giants
lived in the Earth, Conan, and in the darkness of chaos they fooled Crom, and they took from him the enigma of steel. Crom
was angered, and the Earth shook, and fire and wind struck down these giants, and threw their bodies into the waters. But in
their rage, the gods forgot the secret of steel, and left it on the battlefield. We, who found it, are just men: not gods, not giants,
just men. And the secret of steel has always carried with it a mystery. You must learn its riddle, Conan, you must learn its
discipline.

For no one, no one in this world can you trust. Not men, not women, not beasts... This you can trust. *Points to The Sword*

Really Awesome DLC The figures are so stinking cute! and they're more placeables! Fit onto most shelves and tables.

There's 3 variations of each figures for color, Helmets, Thrones and the large statues! Really Worth the money!. IT wasn't bad ..
It had some good Jumb-Scares, but it crashed about five or six times other than that we enjoyed it ..... Lots of seafaring fun with
all of it's parts. Like a lot of games it can be exasperating at times especially when your maxed out fleet loses to a wimpy
faction. Not a whole lot of differences no matter what level you play at except on Easy you don't have to worry that a port won't
buy your cargo or that your homeport won't like any of their cargo.

There are 2 methods of combat. You can control all your ships in a high resolution graphic war or use Autoresolve that
determines the winner. At first I used the graphic option but found that controling 5 warships was a problem, especially since
more often than not your surrounded by islands that will rip ships apart and the ships are not capable of sharp turns. The enemy
of course is on the seaward side of the islands. Additionally your ships will not fire near as often as the enemy. If you put all the
ships on auto except the flagship they will run right into an island and sink.

The skill your Captains receive for destroying enemy ships are pretty much useless. They can still be womped by a wimpy
enemy and they will sooner or later.

The Galleon is a bit over rated in the game. It is a slow clumbersome ship more suited for cargo but the game lists it as a war
ship. Back in those days a Scooner captained by an experienced captain could defeat one. The trick was to sail around behind
them and hit them from behind. Another trick was to watch for the flash of the Galleon's cannon. Unlike shells of today it took
a while for the cannon balls to reach you. You knew that the Galleon would be leading his target so a quick turn to the port or
starboard would cause a miss. You didn't want to get hit by them even once!

When the Frigate came out most nations switched to it because it was faster and more manuverable that a Galleon.

Enuf of the history lesson, lol. It's a fun game if you like strategy sea wars.. It's really stupid game and I regret everyday that I
didn't ask refund.. Lots of good points, though let down by the curious system of tower upgrades - they are not linear, so you can
spend a lot of points upgrading a tower, points which are essentially thrown away when you upgrade down a different path. As a
general rule, and one that evidently doesn't benefit from being broken, TD games should provide linear upgrade paths - no
upgrade is wasted, no points are wasted. As always, Kingdom Rush does it best - the only divergence from the linear approach is
when you reach the top of the tree. As it retains the notion that no points are wasted.

The game would be vastly improved by having, say, 6 different base towers, rather than two twoers that endlessly branch.. Pretty
fun and surprisingly deep for the price. Also harder than it looks, even on easy difficulty. Suffers a little from unforgiving RNG
which can sometimes feel unfair.

The game mechanics are pretty straightforward and turn based, there are two separate parts to the game, the strategic part where
you collect resources which you spend on upgrades to your kingdom or recruiting and upgrading new units. Random events pop
up which allow you to go questing or seach for resources or treasure items that you can equip to your soldiers, or you can focus
on healing your units or researching new technology. Or you can choose to fight tactical battles against the enemies, which you
have to fight before your kingdom gets overrun.

The tactical battles are played on a relatively small grid filled with terrain obstructions. Placement of units seems fairly random
and there doesn't seem to be any way to set a formation for your units to stay in. You can get badly screwed by initial placement
pretty easily especially if you're going with a team of glass cannons like rogues and mages. I've only played about an hour but so
far I found these battles pretty tough. The enemies are equivalent if not superior to all the units available to you at the start, so
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you'll need to team up and at least plan to use 2 units of your own for every 1 enemy, and even then it can be a close thing if the
RNG goes their way.

Anyway, it's a challenging but fun game with a surprising amount of depth, and it's cheap. Give it a shot!. this game is absolutely
amazing, it is a great party game but i wish it had online multiplayer. 10/10 would play intead of do homework. I really like this
game. The scavenging aspect is really fun and it does really improve from update to update. I think the pricetag is totally fair,
but I guess it isnt for everyone. Sure, its not yet as polished as other VR-games, but I really have faith in the developer.

You should atleast try it and give it some tries. For example: on my first run, I was confused because I didnt start with any
weapons. At first, I didnt really want to play anymore, but then I found a pistol in one of the lockers and I understood, that you
have to look for a weapon. After that it was really, really fun. Now its one of the games I come back to here and then and I
always have a blast.

I really think more people should try it, after the leaderboard-update there were only 2 people on it. One of them me. Come and
beat my score!. Kinda fun casual game! It's free and you can tell. Still pretty fun.
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